
Prepare for typhoons (not only strong winds, but also power outages, water outages, 

floods caused by heavy rains) 

 

1. Fix or tie things out of the house to prevent them from flying with winds. Or keep it in the house 

Bicycles, barbecue stoves, tire covers, potted plants, etc. 

 

2. Close the door if there is a shutter. 

To prevent the glass from breaking, put a film or cardboard inside 

 

3. Prepare for flooding with overflowing river water. 

If the water is coming, move the car to a higher place. 

Move items in the lower part of the room to higher places. 

Buy a sandbag to prevent water from entering your house. 

Close the door or window with gummed tape to prevent water from entering. 

 

4). Prepare for power outages. 

Prepare a battery-powered light (Buy batteries). 

(If you place a plastic bottle on the light of your phone, the room will become brighter) 

Prepare a battery-powered portable charger or mobile battery. 

Keep your mobile phone charged by in your car. 

 

5). Prepare for water outage 

Buy water from plastic bottles. Save water in the bath except for drinking water. 

When the toilet water stops flowing, put the stored water in a plastic bottle and let it flow. 

You can buy a seat and coagulant that can be used even if water does not flow. 

 

6). Prepare for evacuation 

Evacuate early by checking weather information, evacuation information and shelter information on radio and 

web… 

When walking on a road with water, prepare boots and a stick (cane) to check your feet. 

 

7). Prepare for a life without electricity or water 

Prepare a cassette stove 

Purchase foods (noodles, rice, soup, etc.) that can be made with hot water from a cassette stove. 

   

8). The store may close due to a power outage, so buy what you need early 

Drugs, food, diapers, blue sheets, etc. 

 

9 If you need help, contact to juntos (Yokota)  090-8854-0831 


